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Comments I very strongly object to this planning application of this waste incinerator. What about the carbon
footprint, increased traffic, noise levels increasing, damage to peoples health, damage to wildlife life.
The road infrastructure cannot cope now with the amount of ever increasing traffic. The area is low
lying and already at times has a build up of "smog" as it was reported a few years ago when they did
an air quality test. Building g this incinerator will only add to this problem and increase the risk to the
publics health especially for people with asthma and copd etc. I have viewed the plans and watched
the footage. The angle of the building was taken from the farmers field so the viewpoint was hidden
behind a row of fir trees that in my perspective is not the angle that most people will see this
monstrosity from unless you are standing in the middle of this farmers field. If you approach by flying
fortress that is the view most people will see and it is completely open and not "hidden" by trees as
suggested. Industrially the area already has been developed with Tj waste which has had a few fires
there polutting the air quality even more and also the large sewage treatment works which sometimes
absolutely stinks. We have proposed building on and around the airfield plus even more properties by
horsemere green lane. The infrastructure of the ford road, climping and the a259 is already a
nightmare at rush hour times without even more heavy huge lorries/ dustcarts conjesting the road
network even more. The a259 going through climping to littlehampton is already a huge issue in the
morning and evening. A usual journey outside these times from ford to littlehampton takes 10 minutes
but at peaks times it is more than doubled. If the large vehicles are going out through ford lane
towards arundel and a27 the road infrastructure is not suitable for larger vehicles they would have
great difficulties driving through the end of ford road coming onto the a27 at the roundabout in
arundel. That road is not built for heavy duty traffic. With all that is going on with climate change it
really is not something that should be built we only have this one planet and we are already destroying
it. Surely there are other options to be considered instead of incineration adding more pollution and a
huge increase to the carbon footprint. The area is prolific with wildlife and red kites are resident in the
area. A beautiful sight to be seen. What impact this will have on them I dont know but one thing I do
know we should be protecting and embracing the wildlife in this area. Do not allo this heath risk
polluting monstrosity to be built. We have managed fine without it and we certainly do not need it or
condone it being built!!!!
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